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Abstract In this paper, we applied He’s variational iteration method (VIM) to solve nonlinear porous media
equations. The main advantage of this method is the flexibility to give approximate solutions to nonlinear problems
without linearization or discretization. The results show that this method is simple and effective.
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1. Introduction
The porous media equations arise in the nonlinear
problems of heat and mass transfer, combination theory
and in biological systems. The nonlinear heat equation
called the porous media equation is given in [1] as;

∂u ∂ m ∂u
= (u
),
∂t ∂x
∂x

(1)

where m is a rational number Eq. (1) is called a degenerate
parabolic differential equation because the diffusion
coefficient D (u) = um does not satisfy the condition for
classical diffusion equations, D (u )> 0.
A discussion of the formulation of these models is
given in [1,2,3]. Equations of the form (1) admit travelingwave solutions u = u (Mx + Nt) where M and N are
constants [3]. The variational iteration method is a new
method for solving nonlinear problems and was
introduced by a Chinese mathematician, He [4,5,6,7]. In
[7] He, modified the general Lagrange multiplier method
[8] and constructed an iterative sequence of functions
which converges to the exact solution. The variational
iteration method is used to address several problems, most
of them well-known differential equations, which arise in
several fields of physics and engineering. A criterion for
convergence of the variational iteration method is
introduced in [9] by means of the Banach fixed point
theorem. Recently, many researchers have applied VIM
method for different problems; see [10,11] and reference
there in.
In this paper we use the variational iteration method
(VIM) for solving porous media equations in order to find
the approximate solution.
The article is organized as follows. In section 2, we
describe the basic formulation of the variational iteration

method required for our subsequent development. Section
3 is devoted to the solution of Eq. (1) by using the
variational iteration method. In section 4, we report our
numerical findings and demonstrate the accuracy of the
proposed scheme by considering numerical examples.

2. Variational Iteration Method
The variational iteration method is used in [12] for
finding the minimum of a functional over the specified
domain. Using this technique the solution of the problem
is provided in a closed form while the mesh point
techniques provide the approximation at mesh points only.
In [13] the variational iteration method is employed to
solve time-dependent reaction – diffusion equation which
has special importance in engineering and sciences and
constitutes a good model for many systems in various
fields. This method is employed in [14] to solve the KleinGordon equation which is the relativistic version of the
Schrodinger equation. which is used to describe spinless
particles. Application of He’s variational iteration
techniques to an inverse parabolic problem is described in
[15]. The variational iteration method and Adomian
decomposition method are used and compared in [16], for
solving a biological population equation. The main
advantage of the two methods over the mesh points
methods [16] is the fact that they do not require
discretization of the variables. Furthermore, the variational
iteration method overcome the difficulty arising in
calculating the Adomian polynomials which is an
important advantage over the Adomian decomposition
method [17,18].
The varietional iteration method is applied in [19] to
find solution of an inverse problem for the semi-linear
parabolic partial differential equation. The modified
variational iteration method is used in [20] to solve a
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system of differential equations. The parabolic integrodifferential equations arising in heat conduction in
materials with memory is studied in [21] and the
variational iteration method is used to find the solution of
the problem the interested reader can see [22-29] for some
other applications of the method.
Consider the following general nonlinear problem:

L (u (t )) + N (u (t )) =
g (t ) ,

(2)

where L is a linear operator, N is a nonlinear operator, and
g(t) is a known analytical function. The variational
iteration method constructs and iterative sequence called
the correction functional as

In this section we applied the method presented in this
paper to two examples to show the efficiency of the
approach.

4.1. Example 1
Let us take m = -1 in Eq. (1). We obtain

∂u ∂ 1 ∂u
=
(
).
∂t ∂x u ∂x
The exact solution is u(x, t) =

(4)

1
.
x-t

u n +1 (t) =
u n (t) + ∫0t λ(L(u n (s)) + N(u n (s)) − g(s))ds (3)
where λ is the general Lagrange multiplier [8] which can
be identified optimally via the variational theory [8,22],
u n (s) is considered as the restricted variation [7], i.e.
δu n = 0 , and the index n denotes the nth iteration.

3. The Approximate Solutions of the
Porous Media Equation
Consider the porous media Eq. (1). Applying the
variational iteration method Eq. (3) to Eq. (1) we have the
following iteration sequence:

u n +=
1 (x, t) u n (x, t) +

Figure 1. Exact and approximate solutions for Example2 and u1 (x, t)

t ∂u n (x,s) - ∂ (u m ( x, s ) ∂u n ( x, s )]ds
∫0 [
dx
∂s
∂x n
According to the variational iteration method, we have
correction functional:

u n +=
1 (x, t) u n (x, t) +
t ∂u n (x,s) - ∂ (u m ( x, s ) ∂u n ( x, s )]ds
∫0 [
dx
∂s
∂x n
Noticing that δu n (0) = 0 , we get :

δ u n +1 =
δ u n + λδ u n

s=t

0
− ∫0t λ ′δ u n ds =

Then, its stationary conditions can be obtained as:
Figure 2. Exact and approximate solutions for Example 2 and u2 (x, t)

1 +=
0
0
=
λ (s)
λ ′( s )
=
s t=
s t
The general Lagrange multiplier can therefore be
readily identified:

λ = −1,
As a result, we obtain the following iteration formula:

u n +=
1 (x, t) u n (x, t) −
t ∂u n (x,s) - ∂ (u m ( x, s ) ∂u n ( x, s ))]ds
∫0 [
∂s
∂x n
∂x

4. Illustrative Examples

We applied the method presented in this paper and
solved Eq. (4). The iteration formula for this example is

u n +=
1 (x, t) u n (x, t) −
∂u n
t ∂u n (x,s) - ∂ ( 1
( x, s )]ds
∫0 [
∂s
∂x u n ( x, s ) ∂x

1
Let u 0 (x, t) = . Applying the above iteration formula,
x
we obtain:
u1 (x, t) =

t+x
,
x2

u 2 (x, t) =

1
.
x −t
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Therefore, we obtain the exact solution.

[9]

4.2. Example 2

[10]

Let us take m = -4 / 3, Eq. (1) we obtain

[11]

∂u ∂ -4 / 3 ∂u
=
(u
)
∂t ∂x
∂x
The exact solution is u (x, t) = (2x - 3t)
iteration formula is

(5)
[12]
-3/4

. Then the
[13]

u n +=
1 (x, t) u n (x, t) −

t ∂u n (x,s) - ∂ (u -4 / 3 ( x, s ) ∂u n ( x, s )]ds (6)
∫0 [
∂s
∂x n
∂x

Let

u 0 (x, t) = (2x)−3 / 4 . Applying the iteration

[15]
[16]

formula (6), we have;

u1 (x, t) =

[14]

21/ 4 (9t + 8 x)
,
16 x7 / 4

[17]

And so on. The exact and approximate solutions for u1
(x, t) and u2 (x, t) are plotted in Figures. 1and 2. In each
figure " green color " stand for the exact solution and "
green color " stand for the approximate solutions.

[18]

5. Conclusion

[20]

In this paper the variational iteration method is used to
solve the porous media equation. We described the
method, used it on two test problems, and compared the
results with their exact solutions in order to demonstrate
the validity and applicability of the method. Moreover,
only a small number of iterations are needed to obtain a
satisfactory result the given numerical examples support
this claim.

[19]
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